DIAMOND HARBOUR
Choose Your Diamond Harbour Walk

COASTAL AND VILLAGE LOOP WALKS
Soak up sun and views like a local on these lovely loops
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Key to walks
Explore Stoddart Point – Easy ½ hour stroll around the
cliff track and visiting heritage sites. Call at the cafes or picnic
part way through.
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Purau loops – Walk around the cliffs to beautiful Purau Bay
with three different options for the return.
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Pete’s Path – A loop taking in a lovely bush reserve, the

4
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Lyttelton Harbour
Coast Road

fantastic School track used by Diamond Harbour children and
returning via the coastal cliffs. Admire what a local can achieve.

Cliff Track to Charteris Bay – A stunning ½ day walk
along the coast, stopping at beaches and with an optional loop
return on a quiet back road. Pack a picnic.
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Onward to Orton Bradley – Continue for another 2kms to

Safety is your responsibility

reach Orton Bradley Park with many more walks and a summer
café and camping. Return the way you came, or keen trampers can
make a return via the Mt Herbert Summit with an overnight stay.

Plan, prepare and equip yourself well.

Connecting tracks – Te Ara Pa-taka tramping network and
Orton Bradley Park tracks not included in this brochure. Obtain
separate brochures if you plan to walk these tracks.

Weather can change quickly – check the forecast before departure.

Tracks slippery after rain – sturdy footwear and walking sticks recommended.
Cliffs and other hazards – keep children underO-tamahua
supervision.
/ Quail Island
Coastal areas colder than village – take layered clothing.
Limited food and water available – always take water
High fire danger – absolutely no fires to be lit anywhere.
Crossing and walking along roads – all walks involve road crossing and short
sections along roads. Keep sharp ears and eyes out for vehicles, dogs on leads
and hold childrens hands. The main road is busy with limited visibility.
Look for the best place to cross. Keep to the footpath or verge when walking
alongside roads.

Explore Diamond Harbour and Bays
Explore the coast and relaxed seaside village of Diamond Harbour
and its neighbouring bays on foot like a local.

Be aware that all walks in Diamond
Harbour have been built by locals for locals
and need a moderate level of mobility and
fitness. Tracks can be slippery after rain,
so wear stout shoes or boots and bring
your tramping pole. Diamond Harbour is
Sculpture at top of Wharf Steps.
extremely sunny, making it a great place for
winter walking, but don’t forget your sunscreen.
Tracks are not suitable for mountain bikes, but most do permit
dogs. Ensure you take a leash and a doggy bag. Dogs do need to
be leashed on beaches in summer.
Use the map and key on this page to choose a route that is suitable
for your ability, the weather conditions on the day and prepare
using the track information and safety notes in this brochure.
Reward yourself with a coffee or meal at the end of your walk at
one of the café’s in the Diamond Harbour village or in the summer
at Orton Bradley Park. Happy walking!
Walk on formed track.
Some up and down.
Wear walking shoes.

Easy tramping on formed,
signposted track.
Wear walking shoes or
tramping boots.

Well formed track, easy
flat walking.

Medium grade mountain
biking. Shared use with
walkers.

Tramping on mostly
unformed track.
Prolonged up and down
hill. Boots recommended.

Dogs permitted on leads.
Dogs are allowed under
effective control on the
Coastal Cliff track, but must
be on leads along roads and
on beaches in summer.

Dogs prohibited.
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All walks in this brochure start and end
at the Diamond Harbour wharf. For an
adventure from Christchurch why not come
over on the ferry? If you do come by car,
park at Stoddart Point.

Purau Ave

Wha r f R o a

The above map shows the Diamond Harbour settlement stretching
along the southern side of Lyttelton Harbour below the stunning
backdrop of hills. The walks in this brochure link tracks along
the coast with bush reserves and some quiet roads to create
loops within the settlement area. You will need to obtain separate
brochures to follow the grey tracks and extend your adventures up
the hills.

Stoddart Point

Walk round the outer cliff of Stoddart
Point for great views and then potter
past features of interest within the
reserve. Allow extra time for picnic or
café stop.

Directions: Start on the Coastal Cliff
Track. To get there from the Wharf walk up the steps. From the
Domain car park take the sealed footpath signposted Wharf.
Once on the Coastal Cliff Track walk in an easterly direction
(signposted to Purau). Shortly after rounding the headland you
encounter a bench dedicated to Tanja Gržeta, with a lovely view
to Ripapa Island and the harbour entrance beyond. Shortly after
the track reaches a T junction where you turn left. Then after
crossing a little gully turn right up a short track leading through
the pines to the Reserve road.
Walk up this little road and turn right when it reaches Purau
Ave. Walk on the verge for about 10m and then turn right onto a
little track beside a power pole to reach Stoddart cottage. Rest
awhile before walking behind the Community Hall/Rugby Club
and along the road to the Village centre and then make your
way back to the start via the Godley House site.

Wharf

1
1

Enjoy Stoddart Point

Stoddart Point is the focal point of the Diamond Harbour. Its
sunny location and many points of interest make it a pleasant
place to relax.
Original settler Mark Stoddart saw what a lovely spot it was
and built Stoddart Cottage as the first home for his family
here. He planted the area with eucalyptus trees that thrived in
the warm sun. Most of Stoddart Point is now a reserve.

Stoddart Cot tage by Margare t Stoddart

Stoddart Cottage is open weekends and public holidays
from 10:00am to 4:00pm and often hosts art exhibitions.
Visit www.stoddartcottage.nz for details.
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PURAU LOOPS

4.5km to 6km or 2 to
3 hours, depending on
loop chosen.
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Monument to Nohomutu
Walk round the outer cliff of Stoddart
Point all the way to Purau beach. Head
back on an old stock route with three
different return options. (see main map on
page 4 and Purau itself at right)

Return loop 1: After 150m you will see a little green sign on the
right saying Track. Follow this track down through a bush gully,
keeping right when a private track turns off. The track pops
out above Rawhiti Street. Walk down this pleasant street to
Purau Ave and cross carefully opposite the yellow “concealed
entrance” road sign. Here a track leads down past the Rugby
Club and playground to the Village Centre.
Return loop 2: Continue along Bayview Road for another 1/2km,
or use the little bush track running parallel to it on the left. Back
on the road again, look for the Mt Herbert Walkway on a hairpin
bend just over a bridge and turn right down it. When you reach
Marine Drive, turn right and walk about 20m, crossing the road
opposite the small sign marking the continuing track. From
here follow the Mt Herbert Walkway down to Diamond Harbour
beach. Turn right to reach the Wharf Road.

PETE’S PATH

2.8km 1 hour

Walk through bush to the track built for local
school children to walk to school. Return via
quiet streets, the Coastal Cliff track and a
whimsical memorial garden.

Directions: Head up the road from the wharf,
or shortcut across from the Domain carpark to the Mt Herbert
Walkway. Take Mt Herbert Walkway from the Wharf road down to
the beach. Turn left before the end of the beach and follow the Mt
Herbert Walkway up the gully. Cross Marine Drive with care, turn
right along the footpath for about 20m and then turn left up the Mt
Herbert Walkway again.
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When you are ready to return, cross the road so you are opposite
the beach and walk back toward Diamond Harbour. Before you
leave Purau turn left into little Waituturi Lane. Follow this wide old
stock track for about 20 minutes until it emerges onto Bay View
Road. Turn left onto Bay View Road.

Purau

Purau

2

Purau A ve

Directions: Start on Coastal Cliff Track.
To get there from the Wharf walk up the
Dogs under effective
steps. From the Domain car park take
control on tracks, leads
the sealed footpath signposted Wharf.
on roads
Once on the Coastal Cliff Track walk
in an easterly direction ( signposted
Track rough in parts
to Purau). Shortly after rounding the
headland you encounter a bench
dedicated to Tanja Gržeta, with a lovely view to Ripapa island
and the harbour entrance beyond. Stay on the cliff track. Do not
turns off to Stoddart Point. Soon you reach another memorial
bench. Now you are on the east side of the Point with even better
views. Stay on the cliff track and do not take private tracks to
homes or jetties. It is quite rough in places, so be prepared to
scramble a bit. Eventually the track peters out on Purau Ave.
Walk along the grassy road verge past the dinghy rack and boat
ramp to a little patch of bush near the foreshore. Follow the track
through to the picnic area on the beach front

The reserve across the road from Purau beach is graced
with a monument in remembrance of Tiemi Nohomutu,
the chief of Lyttelton Harbour area who died in year 1850.
Please refrain from eating here or in the little reserve behind
in respect of the dead who lie here.

The large eucalyptus a short way up this track was planted by
early settler Mark Stoddart.
When you reach a junction with a well-made track, turn right down
to a small bridge across the stream and up the stone steps on
the other side. You are now on the School track, connecting the
residential streets to Diamond Harbour school.
When you reach a road cul de sac, the top of Whero Avenue, stay
on the track between the fence and the garden hedges.
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Return loop 3: Stay on Bayview Road for another 150m
after Mt Herbert Walkway turns off and you come to a track
entrance on the right. Follow this track to the top of Whero
Avenue. Walk down Whero Ave, cross Marine Drive with care
and down to the cul-de-sac at the bottom. Walk into the
driveway to the right of
letterbox #3, and then Whero Ave cul-de-sac
bear left onto a little
track. This takes you
down to the Coastal
Cliff track. Turn right
and follow the Cliff
Track across Diamond
Harbour beach to
return to the Wharf
Road.

Eventually the track emerges onto Ngatea Road. Follow this road
around and down to Marine Drive. Turn left and cross Marine Drive
with care into Te Ara Crescent. Carry on down Te Ara Crescent
until you reach a set of steps on the right marked Cliff Track.
The steps descend through a bush reserve. Near the bottom
you pass the entrance to the whimsical Godley House Memorial
garden – well worth a look. Continue down the bush track to reach
the Coastal Cliff Track. Turn right and follow along the cliffs and
across Diamond Harbour beach to the Wharf road.

Creating the School Track

The School Track was constructed by local conservationist
Pete Ozich in 2013 when his daughters were at school.
Rather than have them walk along the narrow footpath on the
main road, Pete constructed this amazing track connecting
the residential streets to the school across vacant land
belonging to the Council. You can appreciate the work
involved as you walk up the well made steps and imagine
cutting the track through the dense gorse.
Now this track is used daily by many school children. The
kids have planted native trees to suppress the gorse growth
along the track and watered them on the way to school.
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Purau Loops, Pete’s Path, Cliff Track to Charteris Bay
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CLIFF TRACK TO CHARTERIS BAY
Walk along the scenic Coastal Cliff track to
Charteris Bay Yacht Club with beautiful views
and three swimming beaches en route. Return
the way you came or make a loop using quiet
Bayview Road for elevated views.

Directions: Head up the road from the wharf,
or make your way across from the carpark on
the Mt Herbert walkway link track.

Take Mt Herbert Walkway from the Wharf road down to
Diamond Harbour beach. Walk across the beach and carry on
up the Coastal Cliff Track past the toilet. The track meanders
along the cliffs through a mix of trees and lovely flowers.
Birdsong, views and sparkling water are your companions.
Continue on the Coastal Cliff Track past various turn-offs
to private residences and reserves leading to roads above.
Eventually you climb uphill and then cross over some pipes.
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Paua-o-hine-kotau Head
Now you are on the east side of Paua-o-hine-kotau Head with
good views back to the Wharf.

views until you reach the track leading down to Hays Bay Beach
on the far side.

The track now becomes wide enough to walk two abreast, and
then crosses a concrete road at the other end of the headland.
It becomes a narrow track again, past some disused Council
steps and up a fantastic cantilevered staircase with great views
across to Quail Island.

From Hays Bay, the walk continues at the far end of the beach in
the trees until it reaches the concrete access road to Charteris
Bay Yacht Club. Turn around here if you plan to return on the
Cliff track. For a loop walk go down the road behind the Yacht
Club and carry on up to Marine Drive. Walk along the Marine
Drive verge for about 200m to a pedestrian crossing. Cross the
road here and turn left up Bayview Road.

Continue up and down through forest, past private tracks to
houses and jetties, and emerge onto Church Bay Beach.
After enjoying the beach, return to Coastal Cliff Track. Soon a
track branches off to the jetty. At the time of publication, the
route continues up the main track and then ends abruptly on a
shared driveway. Follow the driveway up to Marine Drive and
turn right to walk along the road verge about 50m. Turn right
into Black Point Road and walk along until the layby at the other
side. Cross here, and take the track down to lovely Hays Bay
Beach. A new track section around Black Point will open in 2018
and once formed will be signposted. If so, take the track down
to the jetty and branch off around the headland for wonderful

Continue up quiet, rural Bayview road, keeping alert for cars.
After 2.5kms you cross the Mt Herbert Walkway on a hairpin
bend. Turn left down the Mt Herbert Walkway beside an orange
marker. When you reach Marine Drive, turn right and walk about
20m, crossing with care opposite the small sign marking the
track down. Follow the Mt Herbert Walkway to the beach and
then turn right to the Wharf road.

The original name for Diamond Harbour is Te Waipapa,
which refers to the flat, calm waters surrounding the
bay. There was a long history of Ma-ori settlement at
neighbouring Purau (which means a two-barbed spear
or a mussel basket). Purau’s settlement dates back to
the time of the moa hunters, and was populated by the
Waitaha, then Nga-ti Ma-moe and finally Nga-i Tahu. By the
time Pakeha began settling at Purau there was a small
number of Ma-ori from Nga Tuahuiriri, and Rangi-WhakaPuta, both hapu (subtribes) of Nga-i Tahu with rangitira
Nohomutu presiding.
In 1843 the Greenwood brothers began farming there
without permission from local Ma-ori, leading to troubled
relations. The Greenwoods then sold their farm to the
Rhodes brothers in 1847. Nine acres of Purau was made a
“Native Reserve” in 1849 despite local Ma-ori opposition.
This reserve restricted Nohomutu and his people to the
assigned nine acres with orders for all gardens beyond
the reserve to be abandoned after harvest. Meanwhile the
Rhodes brothers flourished.
First Pakeha settler: The first Pa-keha- settler in Diamond
Harbour itself was Scot Mark Pringle Stoddart, who
arrived in Lyttelton from Australia in 1851 and bought a
farm of 55 acres opposite Lyttelton. He named his farm
Diamond Harbour, because the sun glittered on the
nearby waters like diamonds. One of his daughters was
well known artist Margaret Stoddart.
Shetland Island settlers: Some of the earliest settlers
in the Diamond harbour area were families from the
Shetland Islands such as the Hendersons, Andersons,
Taits, Hunters and Hays.
A Dormitory Suburb: In 1911 the Diamond Harbour
estate was purchased by the Lyttelton Borough Council
to develop a dormitory town on the sunny side of the
harbour for Lyttelton workers and a ferry service initated.
However, sections were primarily snapped up by well-todo Christchurch residents for holiday homes.
Do-It-Yourselfers: Many of the local amenties were
initiated, fundraised for and built by the locals, such as
the Memorial Hall, the medical centre, the library and the
rugby club. The Purau end of the cliff track was primarily
built by John Watson. Locals voluntarily maintain the track
and undertake weed control.
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ONWARD TO ORTON BRADLEY
Continue from Charteris Bay Yacht
Club to lovely Orton Bradley Park to
enjoy the historic buildings and the
café before exploring walks in the
Park.

No Dogs

2km 3/4 hours.
Total walking time from
Diamond Harbour Wharf
is about 3 hours.

Directions: Follow walk 4 from the
Diamond Harbour Wharf to Charteris
Bay Yacht club, and onto the main
road, Marine Drive. Carry along
Marine Drive past Bayview Road until you see the Andersons
Road junction. Cross Marine Drive carefully just after the
junction. Listen and be alert for traffic.
Make your way up quiet Andersons Road, keeping an ear out
for traffic. There are lovely views and gardens to admire.
When you reach Marine Drive again, walk carefully on the
verge on the southern side for about 200m, taking care when
you must walk on the road to cross a little stream. Turn up the
Orton Bradley driveway and you will arrive at the park. There
is an entrance fee of $5 per adult, $1 per child, to a maximum
of $10 per car. You can walk your dog to Orton Bradley Park,
but dogs are not permitted in the park. Kennels are provided.

Upward for a loop return tramp to
Diamond Harbour via the tops
Two tramping tracks connect Orton Bradley Park to Te Ara
Pa-taka, enabling you to walk back to Diamond Harbour via
the summit of Mt Herbert. Both involve a 900m climb. Mt
Herbert Walkway takes about 6 hours to Diamond Harbour,
and makes an excellent trip if you start in the morning
from Orton Bradley Park having camped there overnight.
The campground is open from Christmas until the end of
January. For a longer walk, take Faulkner track up from
Te Ara
the park and stay overnight at Packhorse
Pātaka
Hut. It takes 3 hours from Orton Bradley
Park entrance to Packhorse Hut and from
Packhorse Hut it is about a 6 hour walk to
Diamond Harbour.
Hut fees per

night

Adult
(18+ years)

Sign of the
Packhorse
Hut

Camping at
Sign
of the Packh
orse
Hut

$15.00

$5.00
(basic hut
ticket)

Youth
(11–17
years)

$7.50

$2.50
(basic hut
ticket)

Child/infan
t
(0–10 years)

Free

Free
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What is Orton Bradley Park?
Reverend Bradley acquired land in Charteris Bay in 1859
Black Point
and later his son Orton took over the property. Orton
Bradley had a keen interest in science and ecology and a
great appreciation for the role of trees in eco-systems. He
planted trees all over Banks Peninsula. On his death Orton
Bradley left his beautiful farm in trust for use as a park.
You can sense his love for trees as soon as you enter
the park up an avenue of giant eucalyptus. The cluster of
historic buildings at the end of the avenue includes the
oldest stone cottage in Canterbury, now the Park Office, as
well as a delightful cottage café open in summer.
Please do ensure you pay your small entrance fee as this
helps fund the park, or join Friends of Orton Bradley Park
for repeat free entry.
Beyond the café you will find 25kms of lovely walks,
Orton’s arboretum and rhododendron gardens, a charming
waterfall and the incredible Big Rock. There is a super
playground, mountain bike tracks for kids, a lovely stream,
plenty of picnic spots and a campground.
Pick up a map at the Park office to discover the walking
tracks and many attractions.

R101731

The sun glit ters on the water like diamonds

For more information visit www.ortonbradley.nz

Great lava flows from the Mt Herbert volcano formed the
76
Diamond Harbour area. Forest covered these slopes,
until humans with their weapons of fire and later the axe
transformed them to tussock and pasture grasslands. Some
patches of original forest survived in the damper gullies
high up, and native species have gradually regenerated
in the lower gullies that cut through the Diamond Harbour
settlement.
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Dogs: Respect the dog regulations applying to your chosen
walk, keep dogs under strict control at all times and remove all
dog faeces.
Mountain Bikes: Mountain Bikes are not permitted on off-road
tracks described in this brochure.
Fires: Extremely high fire risk absolutely no fires are to be lit
anywhere on walks, including billy boiling.
Keep to public routes: Please keep to the routes described and
do not enter private property.

Head to Head Walkway
The Head to Head is an aspirational project
for a walkway right around Lyttelton Harbour.
The locally built Diamond Harbour Coastal
Cliff Track forms an existing part of the project.
Expect upgrades soon, and tracks linking
further along the coast to follow.

Read about the Trust at www.roddonaldtrust.co.nz
Purau
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Rubbish: Bins generally not provided. Carry all rubbish out.
Check after picnicking for litter, and pick up any left by others.

Brochure produced in conjunction with
Lyttelton Information Centre and Diamond
Harbour Community Association.
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Walks start here
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By Car: Drive over Dyers Pass or take SH75 toward Akaroa and
turn left to Gebbies Pass. Turn right when you reach the Lyttelton
Harbour coastal road. From Charteris Bay continue for 5.5km to
the Diamond Harbour Village centre. Turn left on Waipapa Ave,
follow signs to the Wharf, and then turn right on a sharp bend to
Stoddart Point Domain car park.
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By Bus and Ferry: Take No 28 bus from Christchurch to
Lyttelton. State your destination as Diamond Harbour and ask
for three zones. Pay by Metro card (cheaper) or cash. The ferry
from Lyttelton to Diamond Harbour runs frequently from early till
late and takes 8 minutes. If you drive to Lyttelton, park in Norwich
Quay. Visit www.metroinfo.co.nz for bus and ferry timetables.

Wharf

Pigs Ear, Boneseed and Valerian are invasive
plants that love the cliff faces, pushing out
natives by overtaking their habitat. You can
help by not spreading these or planting them in
your garden.
IVE

Public Toilet locations: Stoddart Point Domain car park; under
Community Hall; On the Spot shop; Diamond Harbour beach;
Purau beach.
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Please help us look after Diamond Harbour
and its beautiful environment
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There are several bed and breakfasts in Diamond Harbour, you
can camp at Orton Bradley Park in summer (campervans year
round) or tramp to Packhorse Hut as part of a multi-day walk.

Lyttelton Harbour

Banana passionfruit dominates in the
Banana Passionfruit
bushy gullies, smothering native plants
with its cloying vines and spreading rapidly
from seeds in its yellow drooping fruit. Local
volunteers are working hard to remove it and
plants such as Ngaio and Mahoe rapidly return
once this is accomplished.
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Godley Head

Dyers Pass Rd
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Notice on the Purau loop track after emerging
from the pines that you walk through a
kilometre of reserve that has received intensive
weed control since 2007. Self seeded native
plants abound until the weed control zone
MIKO CRESChere
ends at a set of wooden steps.
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banana passionfruit still dominates as it once
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did throughout Purau Bay.
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Diamond Harbour Village Centre has two cafes: “Preserved”
and “Dark Star”. The only shop is “On the Spot” located
on Marine Drive at Ranui Cresent selling basic groceries,
sandwiches and coffee. Self-serve petrol at 141 Marine Drive.
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Sun loving introduced weeds thriving on the warm slopes
threaten native plants regenerating in the gullies and along
the cliff faces.
Prickly, yellow-flowering gorse
flourishes in open pasture as you will
see along the School Track on Pete’s
Path. Native trees, such as Akeake,
planted along the track edges are also
flourishing in the shade of the gorse
and the soil enriched by its nitrogen
fixing roots. Soon they will overtop
the gorse which will in turn wither and
disappear as it is shaded out.

Diamond Harbour Facilities

OTHER BROCHURES AVAILABLE IN THIS SERIES
Akaroa Village Walks
Governors Bay Harbour, Hills &
Akaroa Country Walks
Heritage Walks
For more information on
Akaroa/Wairewa Summits and Bays
Banks Peninsula walks see
Lyttelton Town and Hills Walks
www.bpwalks.co.nz
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Getting to Diamond Harbour

Restoring native biodiversity

